
 Contact us today to learn more about the benefits your business can
obtain with our solutions for Inventory and asset tracking Management   Marketing@ecs-co.com
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 Track your asset with Asset
Tracking App from ECS

 Enhance your asset tracking processes and
   improve efficiency

For more information visit www.ecs-co.com/products 

 Asset Tracking Mobile App 



 A Powerful and Intuitive
Asset Tracking App

 Asset tracking app works by performing three main functions
 Initial Identification, Receiving, and Consuming, you can simply
 track and manage the assets in your organization using an
 intuitive, simple and complete asset management system. The
 app streamlines asset inventory processes using barcode or RFID
technology

How can you benefit from 
Asset Tracking App?

 Improve efficiency and cut costs due to
better management of company’s assets

 Reduce loss of equipments

Achieve maximum asset utilization

Easily find the required asset promptly

 Reduce errors associated with manual  
data entry

 Achieve real time communication with your
  enterprise system
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Asset tracking Features:i

 Asset Tracking allows you to better manage your physical assets to bring
value to your business. Here are some of the features:i

 Activity Tracking
  Track all activities related to your
 company’s physical assets and
 simplify the way you handle the
  check-in / check-out of assets.i

 Location Tracking
 Easily find your assets and
 equipments with no effort, with our
location tracking tagging feature.i

Barcoding and RFID
 Asset Tracking app is fully integrated
 with barcode devices and support
 RFID technology for accurate and
easy tracking.i

Reservation
 The reservations functionality allows
 you to plan ahead for any asset you
 need to consume in the future, and
 helps you avoid conflicts related to
the booking of materials.i

 History Tracking
 Gain a detailed view at  your asset
 history so you can monitor trends in
  asset usage, and enhance utilization.i

 Inventory Count
 You can simply perform inventory
 count using a barcode scanner to
update your current stock levels.i

Depreciation Tracking
 The app helps in tracking asset
 lifecycle and managing depreciation
 with detailed reports so you can
lower cost and make improvements.i

 Reports and analytics
 Keep an eye on the usability of your
 assets with powerful and easy
reporting.i

Mobile technology platform
 This solution works on Microsoft
 Windows operating system, which is
 compatible with a variety of popular
handheld device.i

 Seamless Integration with ERP
system
 The app can seamlessly be integrated
 with ERP systems for better data
    transparency.i


